QWKDATA 2 HARNESS CONNECTORS
Part #91201 & #91206

INSTALLATION AND ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

Please study these instructions carefully before assembling your harness connectors. If you have any questions, contact our Technical Hotline at: 1-800-416-8628, 7 am to 5 pm, Monday-Friday, Pacific Standard Time or e-mail us at QD2@Edelbrock.com.

SUGGESTED CRIMP TOOL PART # PA1440 MANUFACTURED BY PALADIN TOOLS

LCU CONNECTOR ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS:
PUSH LARGE TAB IN SO TWO SMALL TABS MOVE TO UNLOCKED POSITION. CRIMP WIRE TO PIN AND INSERT INTO BACK OF PLUGS. PUSH DOWN TWO TABS TO LOCK PINS IN CONNECTOR.

SUGGESTED CRIMP TOOL FOR SWITCHCRAFT CONNECTORS PART # PA1440 MANUFACTURED BY PALADIN TOOLS.
SUGGESTED CONTACT INSERT AND REMOVAL TOOL : RADIO SHACK PART # 276-1426 D-SUB INSERTION AND EXTRACTION TOOL.

SWITCHCRAFT CONNECTOR ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS:
CRIMP CONDUCTOR TO CONTACT, PLACE CRIMPED CONTACT AND CONDUCTOR ONTO HAND TOOL AND INSERT INTO CONNECTOR HOUSING UNTIL BOTTOMED. TO REMOVE CONTACTS INSERT TOOL INTO CONNECTOR HOUSING FROM CONDUCTOR SIDE UNTIL TOOL BOTTOMS IN HOUSING, PLACE CUNDUCTOR IN SLOT OF TOOL, ROTATE TOOL CLOCKWISE AND REMOVE FROM HOUSING.
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